2000 LEO AWARDS NOMINEES & WINNERS

BEST FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

My Father’s Angel
Raymond Massey, Trevor Hodgson, Mort Ransen, David Bouck - Producers

NOMINEES

A Girl Is A Girl
Christine Haebler, Christina Margellos - Producers

Mr. Rice’s Secret
Christopher Courtney, Colleen Nystedt, Mary Anne Waterhouse - Producers

Noroc
Marc Retailleau - Producer

Rollercoaster
Scott Smith, Connie Dolphin - Producers
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BEST DIRECTION
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Davor Marjanovic
My Father’s Angel

NOMINEES

Reginald Harkema
A Girl Is A Girl

Penelope Buitenhuis
Dangerous Attraction

Marc Retailleau
Noroc

Scott Smith
Rollercoaster
BEST SCREENWRITING
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Frank Borg
My Father’s Angel

NOMINEES

Robert French
Noroc

Scott Smith
Rollercoaster
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BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Bruce Worrall
My Father’s Angel

NOMINEES

Bob Aschman
A Girl Is A Girl

David Frazee
Milgaard

Bob Aschman
Rollercoaster

Tony Westman
The Last Stop
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BEST PICTURE EDITING
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Ron Yoshida
Mr. Rice’s Secret

NOMINEES

Dona Noga
Dangerous Attraction

Lara Mazur
Don’t Look Behind You

Lenka Svab
My Father’s Angel

Allan Lee
Rollercoaster
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BEST OVERALL SOUND
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Paul Sharpe, Jacqueline Cristianini, 
Kirby Jinnah, James Genn, Bill Mellow
My Father’s Angel

NOMINEES

James Genn, Paul Sharpe,
Bill Mellow, Iain Pattison, Jeff Carter
A Girl Is A Girl

Gael MacLean, Gashtaseb Ariana,
Gordon Durity, Patrick Haskill, Gina Mueller
Life in a Day

Gael MacLean, Gashtaseb Ariana,
Gordon Durity, Patrick Haskill, Gina Mueller
Roswell: The Aliens Attack
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BEST MUSICAL SCORE
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Schaun Tozer
My Father’s Angel

NOMINEES

Peter Allen
A Twist of Faith

Terry Frewer
The Last Stop
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BEST PRODUCTION DESIGN
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Troy Hansen
My Father’s Angel

NOMINEES

Johanna Mazur
A Girl Is A Girl

Jill Scott
Mr. Rice’s Secret
BEST PERFORMANCE BY A MALE FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Ian Tracey
Milgaard

NOMINEES

Garwin Sanford
Milgaard

Peter Lacroix
Noroc

Brendan Fletcher
Rollercoaster

Kett Turton
Rollercoaster
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BEST PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

Asja Pavlovic
My Father’s Angel

NOMINEES

Suzy Joachim
A Twist of Faith

Gabrielle Rose
Milgaard

Gina Chiarelli
Noroc

Gabrielle Miller
The Silencer
BEST DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Da Vinci’s Inquest
Chris Haddock, Lynn Barr, Tom Braidwood - Producers

NOMINEES

Dead Man’s Gun
Larry Sugar - Producer

Nothing Too Good For A Cowboy
Charles Lazer, David Barlow, Ogden Gavanski - Producers
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BEST DIRECTION
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Anne Wheeler
Da Vinci’s Inquest - A Cinderella Story Part 1

NOMINEES

A.J. Vesak
Da Vinci’s Inquest - Blues in A-Minor

Chris Haddock
Da Vinci’s Inquest - Fantasy

David Frazee
Da Vinci’s Inquest - Sister1s Light

Michael Robison
The Outer Limits - Fathers and Sons
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BEST SCREENWRITING
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Larry Campbell
Da Vinci’s Inquest - Bang Like That

NOMINEES

Matt MacLeod
Cold Squad - Death by Intent Part 1

Esta Spalding, Chris Haddock, Alan DiFiore
Da Vinci’s Inquest - Tommy’s on the Corner

Charles Lazer
Nothing Too Good For A Cowboy - Witness for the Extradition

Brad Wright, V.C. James
Stargate SG-1 - A Hundred Days
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BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

David Frazee
Da Vinci’s Inquest - Tommy’s on the Corner

NOMINEES

Steve McNutt
Call of the Wild - The Attack

Bruce Worrall
Dead Man’s Gun - Bad Boys

Randal Platt
Nothing Too Good For A Cowboy - Deja Vu All Over Again

Jim Menard
Stargate SG-1 - Into the Fire
BEST PICTURE EDITING
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Roger Mattiussi
Da Vinci’s Inquest - Bang Like That

NOMINEES

Charles E. Robichaud
Cold Squad - Deadly Games Part 2

Peter Svab
Dead Man’s Gun - A Just Reward

Michael John Bateman
Nothing Too Good For A Cowboy - Three for the Road
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BEST OVERALL SOUND
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Adam Boyd, Adam Gejdos, Brad Hillman, Iain Pattison, Kelly Frey, Kirby Jinnah, Paul Sharpe
Stargate SG-1 - Nemesis

NOMINEES

Kelly Cole, Miguel Nunes, Shane Humphrey, Real Gauvreau, Brian Campbell, Adam Boyd, Kelly Frey
Call of the Wild - The Attack

Shane Humphrey, Real Gauvreau, Kevin Townshend, Kelly Cole, Miguel Nunes
Cold Squad - Death by Intent Part 1

Greg Stewart, Jo Rossi, Mike Thomas, Roger Morris, Steve Cheung
Dead Man’s Gun - A Just Reward

Sina Oroomchi, Iain Pattison, David Koop, Kirby Jinnah, Megan Goudsward
Nothing Too Good For A Cowboy - Guest House Ghost
BEST MUSICAL SCORE
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Terry Frewer
Dead Man’s Gun - The Vine

NOMINEES

Hal Beckett
Call of the Wild - The Attack

Graeme Coleman
Cold Squad - Dead End
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BEST PRODUCTION DESIGN
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Randy Chodak
Nothing Too Good For A Cowboy - Deja Vu All Over Again

NOMINEES

Brian Davie
Call of the Wild - The Attack

Richard Hudolin
Stargate SG-1 - The Devil You Know
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BEST PERFORMANCE BY A MALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Brent Fidler
First Wave - Target 117

NOMINEES

Shane Meier
Dead Man’s Gun - Bad Boys

Michael Shanks
Stargate SG-1 - Forever in a Day

Mackenzie Gray
So Weird - Transplant

Ian Tracey
Da Vinci’s Inquest - The Lottery
BEST PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Alisen Down
Cold Squad - Deadbeat Walking

NOMINEES

Suleka Mathew
Da Vinci’s Inquest - A Cinderella Story Part 1

Venus Terzo
Da Vinci’s Inquest - The Hanged Man

Sarah Strange
Da Vinci’s Inquest - The Looking Glass

Amanda Tapping
Stargate SG-1 - Point of View
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BEST SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

The Rememberer
Coreen Mayrs - Producer

NOMINEES

A Feeling Called Glory
Coreen Mayrs - Producer

Applaud or Die!
Brian McKeown, Benson Simmonds, Maureen Prentice - Producers

Babette's Feet
Paul Scherzer - Producer

Untitled
Paul Scherzer - Producer
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BEST DIRECTION
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER
Coreen Mayrs
A Feeling Called Glory

NOMINEES
Harry Killas
Babette’s Feet

Merlin Dervisvic
Exhuming Tyler

James Genn
Second Date

Coreen Mayrs
The Rememberer
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BEST SCREENWRITING
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Coreen Mayrs
The Rememberer

NOMINEES

Coreen Mayrs
A Feeling Called Glory

Benson Simmonds
Applaud or Die!

Merlin Dervisevic
Exhuming Tyler

Alan Borden
Untitled
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

John S. Bartley
A Feeling Called Glory

NOMINEES

Stephen Jackson
Babette’s Feet

Joel James Ransom
The Artist’s Circle

Ron Williams
The Rememberer

Rolf Cutts
Untitled
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BEST PICTURE EDITING
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Mary Ungerleider
A Feeling Called Glory

NOMINEES

Lenka Svab
Babette’s Feet

Bruce Marchfelder
The Artist’s Circle

Mary Ungerleider
The Rememberer

Debra Rurak
Untitled
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BEST OVERALL SOUND
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Ian Tarasoff, Nicole Thompson, Keith Hines,
Kevin Townshend, Murray Baker, Miguel Nunes,
Kelly Cole, Shane Humphrey, Laurie Melhus, Lisa Doyle
A Feeling Called Glory

NOMINEES

Gael MacLean, Rory O’Neil, Ewan Deane, John Taylor
Babette’s Feet

Greg Stewart, Jo Rossi, Kevin Ault, Ken Biehl, Tony Gort
The Artist’s Circle

Greg Stewart, Jo Rossi, Ian Tarasoff, Nicole Thompson
The Rememberer

Gael MacLean, Patrick Haskill
What is a Window?
BEST MUSICAL SCORE
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Guy Zerafa, Russell Walker
A Feeling Called Glory

NOMINEES

Terry Frewer, Russell Wallace, Clinton Shorter, Kat Hendricks
Legends: The Story of Siwash Rock

Dave Genn, Brad McGiveron
Second Date
BEST PRODUCTION DESIGN
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Mark Freeborn
A Feeling Called Glory

NOMINEES

Brian N. Rice
Babette’s Feet

Patricia Mayrs
The Rememberer
BEST PERFORMANCE BY A MALE SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Benson Simmonds
Applaud or Die!

NOMINEES

Tom Scholte
Babette’s Feet

Zachary Ansley
Second Date
BEST PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE 
SHORT DRAMA 

WINNER

Sarah Strange
Second Date

NOMINEES

Colleen Rennison
A Feeling Called Glory

Shauna Kain
A Feeling Called Glory
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BEST DOCUMENTARY

WINNER

Stolen Lives: Children in the Sex Trade
Nathan Neumer, Lori Noth - Producers

NOMINEES

Harm’s Way
David Massar, Michele White, Stan Feingold - Producers

Java Jive
Selwyn Jacob - Producer

Pocket Desert: Confessions of a Snake Killer
George Johnson - Producer

Through a Blue Lens
Gillian Darling Kovanic - Producer
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BEST DIRECTION DOCUMENTARY

WINNER

Shona Roth
Stolen Lives: Children in the Sex Trade

NOMINEES

Annie O’Donoghue
A Love That Kills

David Ozier
Java Jive

Veronica Alice Mannix
Through a Blue Lens

Mark Achbar
Two Brides and a Scalpel: Diary of a Lesbian Marriage
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BEST SCREENWRITING DOCUMENTARY

WINNER

Sharon Gibbon
A Love That Kills

NOMINEES

Sharon Gibbon
Opre Roma: Gypsies in Canada

Moira Simpson, Gabriela Schonbach
Quiet Places: Sweatlodge Retreat

Jim Hamm, PJ Reece
Turning Down the Heat: The New Energy Revolution

Jennifer Abbot, Mark Achbar
Two Brides and a Scalpel: Diary of a Lesbian Marriage
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BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY DOCUMENTARY

WINNER

Steven Miko
Stolen Lives: Children in the Sex Trade

NOMINEES

Danny Nowak
Barenaked in America

Craig Berggold
Pocket Desert: Confessions of a Snake Killer

David Tennant, Todd Williams
St. Patrick: The Apostle of Ireland

Daniel C. Mannix
Through a Blue Lens
BEST PICTURE EDITING
DOCUMENTARY

WINNER

Debra Rurak
Stolen Lives: Children in the Sex Trade

NOMINEES

Edwin Ochmanek Jr.
Java Jive

Lenka Svab
Jeni LeGon: Living in a Great Big Way

Shelly Hamer
Through a Blue Lens

Jennifer Abbot
Two Brides and a Scalpel: Diary of a Lesbian Marriage
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BEST OVERALL SOUND DOCUMENTARY

WINNER

Bill Mellow, Sina Oroomchi,
Paul Sharpe, Phil Hunter, James Wallace
Java Jive

NOMINEES

Bill Sheppard
Barenaked in America

Hugh Gordon
Icetime for Old Guys

Gael MacLean, Christine McLeod, Matthew Wilson
Jeni LeGon: Living in a Great Big Way

Marc Benoit
Through a Blue Lens
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BEST MUSICAL SCORE

WINNER

Celso Machado
In the Company of Fear

NOMINEES

Bruce Ruddell
Quiet Places: Sweatlodge Retreat

Robert Smart
St. Patrick: The Apostle of Ireland

Julie Blue
Stolen Lives: Children in the Sex Trade

Dennis Burke
Through a Blue Lens
BEST NEWS PACKAGE

WINNER

VTV News at 6
Margo Harper, Lynn Raineault - Producers

NOMINEES

CBC Broadcast One
Sui Ridout - Producer

Global News at Six
George Froehlich - Producer
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BEST ANCHOR(S)
NEWS PACKAGE

WINNER
Jennifer Mather, Russ Froese
Global News at Six

NOMINEES
Gloria Macarenko
CBC Broadcast One

Mi-Jung Lee
VTV News at 5
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BEST INFORMATION SERIES

WINNER

First Story
Jeff Bear - Producer

NOMINEES

At Home With Herbs
Martin Corley, Colleen Corley - Producers

You, Me & The Kids - The Teen Years
Nikila Cole, Hugh Beard, Debra Beard,
John Ritchie, Simone Wilson - Producers
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BEST DIRECTION
INFORMATION SERIES

WINNER

Hugh Beard, Brad Quenville
You, Me & The Kids - The Teen Years

NOMINEES

Martin Corley
At Home With Herbs - Lavender

Jeff Bear
First Story - Return of the Whalehunt

Christine Brandt
Storm Warning - Earth, Wind & Fire

Scott Harper
Storm Warning - Microclimates
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BEST SCREENWRITING
INFORMATION SERIES

WINNER

Cathy Moss
You, Me & The Kids - The Teen Years

NOMINEES

Martin Corley, Colleen Corley
At Home With Herbs - Herbs for the Elderly

Colin Yardley
BC Moments - Gwaii Haanas: Land of Wonder

Jeff Bear
First Story - Return of the Whalehunt

Christine Brandt
Storm Warning - Earth, Wind & Fire
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BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
INFORMATION SERIES

WINNER

Todd Craddock
Storm Warning - Earth, Wind & Fire

NOMINEES

Max Lindenthaler
BC Moments - Gwaii Haanas: Land of Water

Todd Craddock
Storm Warning - Microclimates
BEST PICTURE EDITING
INFORMATION SERIES

WINNER

Nicholas Manara
Storm Warning - Earth, Wind & Fire

NOMINEES

Deane Bennett
Storm Warning - Microclimates

Colleen Corley
At Home With Herbs - Herbs for Women
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BEST LIFESTYLE OR TALK SERIES

WINNER
daytime
Nancy Anderson, Manuel Fonseca - Producers

NOMINEES

In the Company of Women
Sharon Bartlett - Producer

Quiet Places
Brian Hamilton, Gabriela Schonbach, Michael Chechik - Producers

Vicki Gabereau
Jorden Schwartz, Karen Rapp, Vicki Gabereau - Producers

Weird Homes
Mike Collier, Sharon McGowan, John Cumming - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
LIFESTYLE OR TALK SERIES

WINNER

Gabriela Schonbach
Quiet Places - Tai Chi Retreat

NOMINEES

Moira Simpson
Quiet Places - Sweatlodge Retreat

Heather Hawthorn-Doyle
Vicki Gabereau - 377

Eva Wunderman, Moyra Rodger
Weird Homes - Off the Beaten Track

PJ Reece, Eva Wunderman
Weird Homes - Radical Attitudes
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BEST MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

The New Addams Family
James Shavick, Victoria Woods - Producer

NOMINEES

Double Exposure
Bob Robertson, Linda Cullen, Nick Orchard - Producers

Slightly Bent TV
Glen Lougheed, Edward Peghin, Kelsey Kirvan - Producers

The 11th Hour
Helena Cynamon, Mickey Rogers, Terri Woods McArter - Producers

The Jim Brynes Show
Dan Carriere, Pat O’Brien, Shel Piercy - Producers
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BEST DIRECTION
MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

George Erschbamer
The New Addams Family - Morticia the Playwright

NOMINEES

Nick Orchard
Double Exposure - Another Swift Kick in the Year End

Glen Lougheed Edward Peghin Kelsey Kirvan Marcus Rogers
Slightly Bent TV - Johnny Sparkle

Richard Martin
The New Addams Family - Lurch, The Teenage Idol

Badry Moujais
V - No. 9
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BEST SCREENWRITING
MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Arnold Runick, Richard Hosek
The New Addams Family - Tale of Long John Addams

NOMINEES

Linda Cullen, Bob Robertson
Double Exposure - Clinton’s Yuletide

Kelsey Kirvan Glen Lougheed
Slightly Bent TV - Johnny Sparkle
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Rod Parkhurst
The New Addams Family - Tale of Long John Addams

NOMINEES

Bob Aschmann
Liberato

Bruce Fletcher, Carl Pedersen
The Jim Byrnes Show - No. 46
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BEST PICTURE EDITING
MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Michelle Conroy
The New Addams Family - Tale of Long John Addams

NOMINEES

Kevin J. Cottam, Kyle Koch, Kris Fleerackers
Liberato

Scott MacEachern
The 11th Hour - No. 8
BEST OVERALL SOUND
MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Rick Bal, Vince Renaud, Chester Bialowas, Jo Ross
The New Addams Family - Tale of Long John Addams

NOMINEES

Ewan Dean, Don Kurek
Chris Cairo - 3 Deep

Larry Baker Lisa Kolisnyk Graham Zapf
Double Exposure - Another Swift Kick in the Year End
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BEST PRODUCTION DESIGN
MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Cathy Robertson
The New Addams Family - Tale of Long John Addams

NOMINEES

Erin Harrison
Slightly Bent TV - Johnny Sparkle

Richard Cook
The Jim Byrnes Show - No. 33
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BEST PERFORMANCE OR HOST(S) MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Ellie Harvie
The New Addams Family - Fester, The Marriage Counselor

NOMINEES

Bob Robertson, Linda Cullen
Double Exposure - Another Swift Kick in the Year End

Jim Byrnes
The Jim Byrnes Show - No. 33
BEST ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Cybersix
Herve Bedard, Koji Takeuchi, Toshihiko Masuda - Producers

NOMINEES

FUV
Marv Newland - Producer

Transformers: Beast Machines
Asaph Fipke - Producer
BEST DIRECTION
ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Danny Antonucci
Ed, Edd & Eddie - A Glass of Warm Ed

NOMINEES

Stephen Arthur
Transfigured

Steve Sacks
Transformers: Beast Machines - Master of the House

William Lau
Transformers: Beast Machines - The Reformatting

Craig McEwan
Weird-Ohs - Headlocks for Homework
BEST OVERALL SOUND
ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

David Koop, Eric LeBlanc, Karl Willems, Keith A. Goddard, Shawn Thingvold
Cybersix - Mysterious Shadow

NOMINEES

Bill Sheppard, Kerry Uchida
Ed, Edd & Eddie - A Glass of Warm Ed

Marcel Duperreault
Transformers: Beast Machines - The Key
BEST MUSICAL SCORE
ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Jean-Luc Perron
Transfigured

NOMINEES

Robert Buckley
Casper’s Haunted Christmas

Pat Caird
Ed, Edd & Eddie - It’s Way Ed

Bob Buckley
Transformers: Beast Machines - The Reformatting
BEST STUDENT PRODUCTION

WINNER

Tossing Rocks
Matthias Tschannett - Producer

NOMINEES

Do Not Pass
Shaun Davis - Producer

Master to Mentor
Andie Moyan - Producer

The Ride is Over
Laura Russell - Producer

The Swishy-Washy
David Ralph - Producer